
Infractions at a Glance 

The head does not break the surface of the water before the widest 
part of the second arm pull after the start and each turn  Arms two strokes underwater  

One arm pulls out and one arm pulls down  Arms not in same horizontal plane  
Swimmer does a butterfly type recovery where the elbows are out 
of the water  Elbows recovered over water  

Only one hand touches the wall at the turn or finish  One hand touch  
Swimmer misses the wall  No touch  
Both hands touch but not at the same time  Non-simultaneous touch  

Swimmer goes past vertical towards their back  Shoulders past vertical towards back 
off the wall  

The head does not break the surface of the water at least once 
during the complete cycle (stroke then kick) during the swim  Head under for 2 or more strokes  

The swimmer strokes twice or more for every kick; OR The 
swimmer kicks twice or more for every stroke  

Incomplete stroke cycle other than 
one pull followed by one kick  

Freestyle   
Swimmer misses the wall – and did not return to wall before 
touching at the other end  No touch at turn  

Swimmer remained submerged past 15 meters  Head did not break the surface by 15 
meters  

Individual Medley   
Order of strokes is not butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke, then 
freestyle  Strokes out of sequence  

Swimmer rolls to breast before touching the and executes a flip 
turn during the transition between backstroke and breaststroke  

Shoulders past vertical - backstroke 
finish  

Relays   
Stroke Infraction swimmer #1  Early take-off swimmer #2  
Stroke Infraction swimmer #2  Early take-off swimmer #3  
Stroke Infraction swimmer #3  Early take-off swimmer #4  
Stroke Infraction swimmer #4  Changed order of swimmers  
Not enough swimmers  Stroke out of sequence (back, breast, fly, free)  
Miscellaneous   
False start  Finish in wrong lane 
Unsportsmanlike conduct Did not finish  
Entered water without permission  Interfered with another swimmer  
Walking on or springing from bottom  Standing on bottom  
Pulling to accelerate on lane line    
 


